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Abstract

This article describes the authors’ personal experiences of collaborating across international borders in academic research. International collaboration in academic medicine is one of the most important ways by which research and innovation develop globally. However, the intersections among colonialism, academic medicine, and global health research have created a neocolonial narrative that perpetuates inequalities in global health partnerships. The authors critically examine the visa process as an example of a racist practice to show how the challenges of blocked mobility increase inequality and thwart research endeavors. Visas are used to limit mobility across certain borders, and this limitation hinders international collaborations in academic medicine. The authors discuss the concept of social closure and how limits to global mobility for scholars from low- and middle-income countries perpetuate a cycle of dependence on scholars who have virtually barrier-free global mobility—these scholars being mainly from high-income countries. Given the current sociopolitical milieu of increasing border controls and fears of illegal immigration, the authors’ experiences expose what is at stake for academic medicine when the political sphere, focused on tightening border security, and the medical realm, striving to build international research collaborations, intersect. Creating more equitable global partnerships in research requires a shift from the current paradigm that dominates most international partnerships and causes injury to African scholars.
Imagine if every time you wanted to travel outside of your country for a research conference you had to go through a demanding visa process. The process involves the usual documentation: applications, passports and photos, travel itineraries, and flight bookings. Add to that bank statements, income tax returns, and pay slips. Do not forget an official letter from your employer that grants you travel approval and promises that you will return to your job. But it does not end there. You also need letters proving that the institution hosting the conference has allowed or invited you to attend. The letters must be meticulously crafted because one slightly off sentence or omission could mean denial of your visa application. The denial might be for that specific conference, or it could be an indefinite denial for the host country. You feel that no matter how careful you have been, there is a strong chance that your application will be denied. Still, you apply and submit your payment—which is nonrefundable—mindful that if your visa does go through, it will have cost about 1 month of your salary. It is a discouraging scenario to imagine, but for 4 of the authors, who are from Ethiopia and Egypt, it is real.

Our experiences began when we received funding through a strategic partnership between University College London in the United Kingdom and the University of Toronto in Canada. The purpose of the grant was to identify the impacts of capacity-building collaborations in health education between Newgiza University in Egypt and University College London\(^1\) and between Addis Ababa University in Ethiopia and the University of Toronto.\(^{2,3}\) The grant would provide the opportunity for us to travel to Egypt and Ethiopia to observe how teaching and learning were cofacilitated. We would also travel to the United Kingdom for a 2-day writing retreat to develop manuscripts on the ethical engagement of international work among high-, middle-, and low-resource countries.
That was the plan. Or it was until some of us were denied temporary resident visas. Both authors from Ethiopia were denied a visa for Egypt and 1 of the 2 Egyptian authors was denied a visa for the United Kingdom. We do not wish to go down the rabbit hole of describing the global evolution of travel visas. They involve a complex system that mirrors foreign relations and international alliances through postcolonial, historical, cultural, and linguistic ties. With the inequities, asymmetries, and multilayered hierarchies inherent in the process, visa denials cannot simply be traced to a global north–south divide, where southern countries fall prey to the visa requirements of northern countries. However, it is important for medical researchers who wish to collaborate with African colleagues to consider how visas are used to limit mobility across borders and how this limitation hinders international collaborations in academic medicine.

**Who Enjoys Freedom of Movement?**

International collaboration in academic medicine is one of the most important ways by which research and innovation are conceptualized, developed, and disseminated on a global scale. Stable partnership and large networks between academic institutions enable the flow of critical information among them. The past 2 decades have seen an explosion of funding and efforts to increase international health research collaborations between institutions in high-, middle-, and low-income countries. Partnerships between academic institutions in high-resource countries and low- or middle-resource countries have long been considered an important means of increasing the capacity of health professional programs and medical research. These kinds of partnerships are important for African academics. Although Africa makes up about 15.5% of the global population, its research funding accounts for only 1.3% of global expenditures. This means that African scientists must transcend the confines of that continent to be globally competitive.
When people’s attempts to move beyond their geographical space is denied, they experience social closure, a process whereby one group monopolizes access to opportunities by closing them off to groups deemed inferior or ineligible. The visa process is one such mechanism for social closure. An analysis of visa policies in more than 150 countries found that people in high-resource countries have gained global mobility, whereas the global mobility of people from African countries has stagnated or decreased. When countries attempt to maintain exclusionary boundaries through the visa process, they not only monopolize opportunities for advancement but they also forgo opportunities to develop equitable partnerships with scientists in low- and middle-resource countries.

While most people from high-resource countries have achieved nearly barrier-free global mobility, people in Africa are subject to a visa process that can impose restrictions on selected nationalities. Visas are a tool for controlling and monopolizing the legitimate means of movement. They reflect power relations by determining who is allowed to enter, who has to wait in long lines, and who is exposed to more stringent checks. The uncertainty that African scholars face when they try to obtain a visa forces a relationship of dependence. Theories of dependence have been widely used to explain global inequities. As one scholar described, “the relation of interdependence between two or more economies . . . assumes the form of dependence with some countries (the dominant ones) can expand and can be self-sustaining, while other countries (the dependent ones) can do this only as a reflection of that expansion.” Because medical leaders and researchers from low- and middle-income countries cannot rely on attending professional events outside their countries, they must depend on the near barrier-free mobility of their high-resource–country collaborators to reflect that expansion of knowledge.
The Visa as an Example of Institutional Racism

“Institutional racism” refers to organizational policies, practices, and procedures that intentionally or unintentionally discriminate on the basis of racialized group membership. To understand the visa process as an example of institutional racism, we need to think about borders. The rise of border security measures and migration control through legislation, policy, and enforcement is a global phenomenon. A noncritical approach to understanding borders would frame them as a nation’s right to define its “collective identity” by restricting membership through migration controls. It is socially acceptable for nations to protect borders. However, this perspective is problematic because these collective identities often rely on racialized, neocolonial, and class-based signifiers to define belonging. Similarly, the visa process can become a socially acceptable means of enacting institutional racism. That is, if social closure on the basis of border protection is socially allowed, then it enables mainly high-resource countries to enact their biases and close their borders to academics from low- and middle-resource countries by citing reasons that include “overstaying,” “potential asylum seekers,” and “potential threats to public life as criminals or terrorists.” Exclusion is rationalized by the socially acceptable reason—border protection as a nation’s right to define its collective identity. This feedback loop perpetuates the exclusionary practices of the visa process.

Emotional Tax of Racism

Our experiences of the barriers to international mobility come with a personal cost. We are exhausted by the emotional tax we pay to leave our country to collaborate with our academic colleagues. By emotional tax, we mean the fear of being stereotyped, being treated unfairly, being made to feel like the “other”—setting us apart from other colleagues on the basis of some aspect of identity such as race or ethnicity. African scientists and leaders experience a lifetime
of marginalization and othering, which erode health and well-being.\textsuperscript{21,22} We have come to expect bias, exclusion, and discrimination when we travel outside our countries to pursue international collaborations. We expect this treatment to continue because the visa process is embedded in the belief that certain racial groups are superior to others, which perpetuates racial inequities. These inequities cause injury to us, and when this happens, it is racist in outcome, if not in intent. These inequities are profoundly disorienting when in your country you are considered an academic leader who champions capacity building among health professionals, and you have collaborated internationally to develop training programs in an attempt to staunch the brain drain of local talent to more developed countries. But in higher-resource countries—if we use the visa process as a proxy—you are considered dishonest at best and a potential criminal at worst. The fear that we would overstay in a foreign country is unfounded and based on racial stereotyping that hampers the development of equitable global relationships.

**Moving Beyond Borders for Equitable Academic Partnerships**

As medical scholars, we need to understand how racism operates in the global arena. Racism affects everyone. A big barrier to transformative change is failing to consider how inequities as unfair consequences give unearned privilege to others.\textsuperscript{23,24} In other words, racism affords social advantages to some people to be complicit in maintaining uncritical views of our socioeconomic and political systems that perpetuate unearned privilege.\textsuperscript{25} For those of us in Canada and the United Kingdom, working toward more equitable relationships with our Ethiopian and Egyptian colleagues requires a paradigm shift in which we reframe our perspectives and consider our own oppression and privilege to understand the oppression and privilege of others.
Too often, academics and researchers from high-resource countries overlook the structures and systems that created and sustain inequality. We tend to underestimate how centuries of oppression, legal discrimination, and sanctioned inequality continue to hinder international collaborations for medical research and education. In his call to action around racism and health, *Lancet* editor-in-chief Richard Horton urges us to develop “equity-oriented interventions” to counter institutionalized racism. We cannot ignore how the intersections among colonialism, academic medicine, and global health research have created a narrative that systematically perpetuates inequalities in global health partnerships. To create more equitable global partnerships in research, we must critically examine the visa process and how the challenges of blocked mobility increase inequality and thwart research endeavors.

We are contemplating our future collaborative opportunities amid the COVID-19 pandemic. This pandemic uprooted, upended, and disrupted health systems around the world. In response, the scope of the digital revolution ushered in by COVID-19 could transform the educational ecosystem. Now that almost all national and international conferences have been moved to a virtual space, with very limited international travel for everyone, it is tempting to imagine how the pandemic might equalize access to partnerships and opportunities. However, in times of rapid change and scarce resources, egalitarian principles that promote addressing inequities are less popular than more utilitarian approaches to academic medicine. Unless we challenge entrenched colonialist patterns that continue to shape the language and response to the pandemic, we risk deepening inequities in global partnerships. To date, the West has largely ignored the responses and strategies that public health officials in African countries have used to successfully manage emergencies and pandemics. Will the same dominant narrative be used to add yet more restrictions to the visa process when international travel resumes? Although the visa process is
less of a central focus for international academic exchanges because of limited travel now, if we do not critically question the process, it has the potential to become even more restrictive when the world opens up to travel. Problematizing the effects of the visa process is an important step toward ending complacency with a system that generates and perpetuates exclusionary policies and practices within international research partnerships. But mere acknowledgement of inequities is not enough to shift from the current paradigm that dominates most international partnerships and causes injury to African scholars; rather, change requires transformative learning approaches and critical reflections that challenge deeply held beliefs and promote new attitudes and practices. We know that this essay, written by 8 authors from 3 continents, is not likely to change the visa process. However, ongoing critical reflection of processes and practices that reinforce inequities and that we take for granted is one essential step toward the decolonization of global partnerships.
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